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How long have you been using Excel?
A. Never
B. Less than 1 year
C. 1 to 5 years
D. 6‐10 years
E. 11+ years
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When is the last time you used Excel?
A. Today
B. Yesterday
C. Within the last week
D. Within the last month
E. More than one month ago
F. Never

I’ll work with data sets such as …
•
•
•
•
•

Date/time stamps
Survey comments
Bibliographic data (titles, publisher names, call numbers)
Search query strings
Full‐text sources (blog post, speech transcript)
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I’ll demonstrate how to …
• Derive fiscal years, months, week numbers, and weekdays
from date stamps
• Derive hour brackets from time stamps
• Pre‐code survey comments based on keywords
• Consolidate variant forms of publisher names
• Derive classes and other facets from LC call numbers
• Remove punctuation and symbols from text
• Identify keywords that are misspelled or on a stopword list
• Analyze a document’s themes based on keywords

I’ll briefly describe functions such as …
•
•
•
•
•
•

YEAR
MONTH
HOUR
ROUNDDOWN
LEFT
MID

•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPER
TRIM
FIND
SUBSTITUTE
CONCATENATE
TEXT

•
•
•
•
•

OR
IF
IFERROR
ISNUMBER
VLOOKUP
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Demonstration of Excel “utilities”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date and time manipulation
Pre‐coding of survey comments
Publisher name manipulation
Library of Congress call number manipulation
Punctuation, symbol, and extra text removal
Stopword identification
Theme analysis

YEAR
Converts a serial number to a year
=YEAR(serial_number)
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MONTH
Converts a serial number to a month
=MONTH(serial_number)

HOUR
Converts a serial number to an hour
=HOUR(serial_number)
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ROUNDDOWN
Rounds a number down, toward zero
=ROUNDDOWN(number, num_digits)

LEFT
Returns the leftmost characters from a text value
=LEFT(text, [num_chars])
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MID
Returns a specific number of characters from a text string starting
at the position you specify
=MID(text, start_num, num_chars)

PROPER
Capitalizes the first letter in each word of a text value
=PROPER(text)
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TRIM
Removes spaces from text
=TRIM(text)

FIND
Finds one text value within another (case‐sensitive)
=FIND(find_text, within_text, [start_num])
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SUBSTITUTE
Substitutes new text for old text in a text string
=SUBSTITUTE(text, old_text, new_text, [instance_num])

CONCATENATE
Joins several text items into one text item
=CONCATENATE(text1, [text2], …)
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TEXT
Formats a number and converts it to text
=TEXT(value, format_text)

OR
Returns TRUE if any argument is TRUE
=OR(logical1, [logical2], …)
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IF
Specifies a logical test to perform
=IF(logical_test, [value if true], [value if false])

IFERROR
Returns a value you specify if a formula evaluates to an error;
otherwise, returns the result of the formula
=IFERROR(value, value_if_error)
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ISNUMBER
Returns TRUE if the value is a number
=ISNUMBER(value)

VLOOKUP
Looks in the first column of an array and moves across the row to
return the value of a cell
=VLOOKUP(lookup_value, table_array, col_index_num,
[range_lookup])
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Want to follow up?
greg@liberty.edu
www.linkedin.com/in/smithinfo
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